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Crown Prince Haakon Magnus of Norway is royalty with a difference
The royal family he comes from was elected lives modestly and
breathes democracy True to his upbringing the crown prince
believes in promoting strong values like mutual respect and peaceful
coexistence Jacqueline Toyad travelled to Oslo prior to his official visit
here and got to hear him talk about the democratic philosophy of his
country Norwegian nature and the many humanitarian causes his
wife and he champion
Face to face Crown Prince Haakon

Magnus of Norway seems like your
average 37 year old although there s
nothing average about his blue blood
lineage He eyes you with the same
curiosity as you and I when we meet
someone for the first time And in his

simple but well cut navy blue suit and tie he could
pass for the Norwegian next door except that you
have to refer to him in the third person when you
speak to him Not that accidentally calling him
you is a crime as I m assured by the Royal Palace s
communications director before sitting down with
the Crown Prince for this interview

The opportunity for the interview is part of a trip
organised by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Af
fairs for a small delegation of Malaysian journalists
before the Crown Prince s official visit to Malaysia
with Crown Princess Mette Marit Our visit was
to familiarise us with the Norwegian people their
culture and industries After all beyond snow and
salmon it s safe to say there are few things Malay
sians actually know of Norway Our knowledge may
extend to Henrik Ibsen Edvard Grieg 1980s pop
group a ha Jotun paint and DiGi Com a subsidiary
of Norway s telecoms giant Telenor but truly Nor
way is not as familiar to us as the US and the UK
through the magic of satellite TV and Hollywood

So here I am with the Crown Prince along with
four other journalists in the Royal Palace in Oslo
where he keeps his office It is as stately an office
as one could imagine belonging to a crown prince
but I find the portraits of his family — him andhis
wife on their wedding day and his children Princess
Ingrid Alexandra Prince Sverre Magnus and Marius
Borg H0iby the latter being the Crown Princess son
from a previous marriage —mostendearing

Maybe when he finally ascends to the throne
protocol may differ but at this moment the other
journalists and I are sitting at a small table with the
Crown Prince as pleasantries are exchanged along
with jokes about the weather

The thing that strikes you the most is how down
to earth the Crown Prince is Credit must be given
to the Royal Family s tradition of sending its princ
es and princesses to public school to enable them to
complywith the demands of a modern monarchy by
forming close ties with the Norwegian people and
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contemporary society Credit is also due to a lifestyle
cultivated by Crown Prince Haakon s great grandfa
ther King Haakon VII who insisted the royal family
live modestly adhering to the Norwegian tradition
of thrift and hard work And while King Haakon VII
decided so when Norway was struggling economi
cally the royal family still lives in moderation fly
ing commercial on their travels and preferring sim
ple pleasures such as hiking and skiing

Interesting fact The monarchy was voted in
It was 1905 when Norway s union with Swe
den was dissolved by a resolution passed by

the Storting the Norwegian Parliament and Swe
den s King Oscar II renounced his claim to the Nor
wegian throne The kingship was then offered to
Prince Carl the second son of Denmark s King Fred
erik VIII and Queen Louise There was huge debate
among the Norwegian people Should the country
remain a monarchy or become a republic Prince
Carl demanded a referendum — he will acceptthe
kingship only if the Norwegian people wanted him
There was an election and the people voted for a
monarchy and on Nov 18 1905 the Storting elected
Prince Carl as King of Norway and he accepted He
took on the traditional Norwegian name Haakon
and was known as King Haakon VII from then on
While the new monarchy is much like traditional
monarchies hereditary nothing changes the fact
that this royal family was selected by the Storting
and therefore was built on a democratic basis

We are quite a young monarchy My great
grandfather was actually voted to become King
of Norway and so democracy was seen in the phi
losophy and the way he approached his role as the
monarch in Norway He was accessible and built a
foundation from that way of thinking that you see
reflected through my grandfather riding the tram
with the people in Oslo during the oil crisis and
several events with my parents as well It s a natural

way of fulfilling our role in our country explains
Crown Prince Haakon But every country has its
own context its own history What works in one
country doesn t necessarily translate to be right in
a different country We all find our own different
ways It doesn t mean that one is better than the
other — justdifferent

Democracy is a fjord that runs deep in Norway A
week in this Scandinavian country will show you a
people with a deep belief in and respect for democ
racy to the extent that it shows in the country s
contemporary architecture There s the Mortensrud
Church in rural Oslo a modern stone church built
with minimal impact on the environment The de
sign of the structure was dictated by its surround
ings that it was constructed between old pine trees
and around rocks An adjacent building was con
structed without Christian insignias to allow those
of other faiths to use as they wish for worship or
other events There s also the Oslo Opera House the
home of the Norwegian National Opera and Ballet
There was huge debate by the people on whether

the government should inject so much funds into
a culture perceived to be elitist in so many socie
ties that it inspired the hired architects to design
a building for the people to enjoy whether or not
they re watching a show — floor to ceilingglass
windows offer those on the outside a glimpse of bal
let rehearsals costume making and set building a
flat roof and ascending slopes on the exterior enable
people to walk around and on top of the building for
better views of Oslo and the Oslo Fjord

We are pretty proud of it it s quite impressive
says the Crown Prince of the opera house The
whole idea was that people should feel welcome
when they come there and the building itself should
involve people rather than be a barrier You canwalk
on the roof and it sort of glides all the way to the sea
almost You can just go to the restaurant there You
don t necessarily need to see the opera and the bal
let or something that s happening on stage and still
have a good experience of the opera house

Since the time of King Haakon VII s rule the Royal
Family has remained strong champions of democracy
and like the people they live it leading by example

Norway is a full fledged democracy so we are
not politicians We the royal family play a different
role but there are still things that we can do to pro
mote values mutual respect peaceful coexistence
says the Crown Prince In general we Norwegians
see ourselves as world citizens We would like to
contribute in a positive way to peace and security
in the world Part of that is the Convention on Clus
ter Munitions the Nobel Peace Prize and also peace
negotiations Norway has been known to facilitate
negotiations and being a partner in moving proc
esses forward In a broader sense when it comes to
poverty alleviation and climate issues that are also
linked to peace and security

There are many things we have seen in the last
century that is bringing the world more and more
together We are more interdependent thanwe have
been before We know more about each other be

cause of effortless travel of information technology
where in a click of a button we can get information
from other parts of the world here in Norway We re
also more interdependent when it comes to trade
and security than ever before

There are also many other challenges such as
poverty where some people living in desperate pov
erty create a security risk for other people who live
maybe far away We re interconnected in a way that
is quite profound

It can be a very good thing that we re intercon
nected that we can take care of each other in a bet
ter way Climate change is also something we have
to work together on There s no one person no one
country that can solve that whole complex issue but
we can all participate in being part of the solution

In tandem with the democratic philosophy of
his country the Crown Prince is also a great cham
pion of humanitarian causes All people have this
gift of being able to do something good for others
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No matter the scale It s still important whenever

people reach out and do something that s positive
for others Everyone should utilise that opportunity
because that makes your life more worthwhile and
you feel a deeper sense of purpose The same goes
for us It s possible to do something good for others
That s our starting point —everything else willbal
ance from that he says Mywife and I have chosen
a few focus areas where we can get deeper knowl
edge and stick to them for a longer period We try
to make the best decisions as we go along and make
the best out of the role that we received in life The
important thing is to remember that we can con
tribute in a positive way to others

The Norwegian government is quite interested
and has quite a conscious relationship with gender
issues My wife as well of course In general it has
been good for the Norwegian economy to get 100
of the innovative power and workforce into play
instead of having 48 which would be the case if
we only had males It s worked out Norway has also
been in a fortunate position to create good support
for parents where both are working where there s
one year of leave that the father and mother can
share between them That s quite accepted in Nor
wegian working life both in the public and private
sectors

It is becoming more and more common for my
friends — men — to takea few monthsleavefrom
their job as a lawyer or something to take care of
their children That s quite important ifwe are to get
this system to work that we as the male party also
fulfil our part of the responsibilitywhen it comes to
bringing up children because no one person can do
everything
When asked what made him become so active in

humanitarian work the Crown Prince says I don t
have an exact time where I decided but since I was

a child I ve been intrigued
by and have always reacted
to injustice and why some
people have to go through
extreme hardshipwhile oth
ers don t

My wife is a special rep
resentative for UNAIDS and
has been for some time now
But if there is one issue that

both my wife and I are very
focused on it s young lead
ership and youth That is
something both of us are in
terested in to get the voices

of young people heard and get them involved in the
decision making process Youth leadership and the
involvement of young people are important to us
and that is part ofwhat we do in Global Dignity

Global Dignity is an initiative the Crown Prince
co founded in 2008 with his friends John Bry
ant from Operation HOPE and Professor Pekka
Himanen from the University of Art Design Hel

sinki and visiting professor at Oxford University
It is an autonomous non profit project that works
to unite public private and citizen sectors in the

hope of improving the state of the world and people
through development based on an underlying belief
that people must have the right to have equal op
portunities to realise their potential in life and to be
protected against the random misfortunes in life
Equal opportunities here mean equal access to edu
cation healthcare and other important tools for 21st
century societies

Linked to theWorld Economic Forum WEF Glo
bal Dignity is different from other action groups in
that it hopes to inspire those capable of contribut
ing to directly give time to help empower those less
fortunate It hopes to drive contributions through
inspiration

Crown Prince Haakon explains We were part of
Young Global Leaders andwewere all brought togeth
er at a meeting during the WEF in 2005 There were
around 150 of us and we were divided into groups to
look at all the major issues — health povertydevel
opment security education climate environment
the usual Everyone plunged in and started making
action plans and timetables everyone was very fo
cused onwhat to do We did that for a few days then
Pekka John and I started talking about how this is
great that we re doing fantastic things but we re not
talking about whywe re doing them

We wanted to see where all this comes from
where this group finds its energy to actually want
to do something good for other people and what
is at the core of all these issues what they have in
common We arrived at this one word —dignity—
whichwas at the core ofwhat we wanted to achieve
We also saw that dignity was a source of inspiration
and could be a source of powerful change if it was
used the right way

The three co founders met up in Oslo following
thatWEF and formulated the Dignity Principles

Every human being has a right to lead a dignified
life

A dignified life means an opportunity to fulfil
one s potential which is based on having a hu
man level of healthcare education income and
security
Dignity means having the freedom to make deci
sions on one s life and to be met with respect for
this right
Dignity should be the basic guiding principle for
all actions

Ultimately our own dignity is interdependent
with the dignity of others
Part of the project entails going to schools to talk

to children about what dignity means in their lives
to ask them about their dignity stories And because
Global Dignity was designed as a non criticism non
partisan project the children were not allowed to say
what theywere against but rather what theywere for

The childrenwould often takeover thesessionand

we end up listening to them the whole time They tell
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us their dignity stories what s uplifting to them what
is inspiring to them what they are for says Crown
Prince Haakon That s been very rewarding and fun
and we ve done it in more than 30 countries through
theWEF network It s very different around the world
Sometimes it s one person going into a classroom or
sometimes our members engage an organisation like
how they did inMexico in three cities or in Indonesia
with 8 500 people in one week Global Dignity is for
everyone who wants to participate

The Norwegian Crown Prince has long been a
strong advocate of human rights and development
and is trained in development issues with a Master s
in development studies from the London School of
Economics and Political Science specialising in in
ternational trade and Africa He is also a Goodwill

Ambassador for UNDP appointed in 2003 with a par
ticular focus on the UN Millennium Development
Goals and in this capacity has travelled to Tanzania
Cambodia Sierra Leone Guatemala and Burundi

Says Crown Prince Haakon I ve always been in
terested in the big questions such as extreme pover
ty and the like so when I was asked by UNDP Unit
ed Nations Development Programme to become a
goodwill ambassador and in particular to promote
the Millennium Development Goals I saw that as
a very interesting challenge which I could learn a
lot from and maybe also contribute a little to These
eight concrete goals of the MDG were a newway of
seeing development and progress where we actually
have a complete goal of halving extreme poverty by
2015 halting and reversing the spread of HIVAIDS
more gender equality environment climate and
having international cooperation It gave us con
crete goals that we could measure and we can see
that we re moving forward in alleviating extreme
poverty that we re moving in the right direction

Millions of people are out of extreme poverty
in China and India but in sub Saharan Africa it s
been moving more slowly But even there there
has been progress and economic growth so when
it comes to education for instance we ve set a high
standard —we want 100of childreninelementary
school That s a high standard to reach by 2015 but
we have been making great progress in all areas of
the world

Look at one school project in Mongolia — its
15 children sitting in a tent on a garbage disposal
site being pulled in by the local workers to come to
school instead of collecting valuables from the dis
posal site to create an income That tent is where
they get their education and that s where the pos
sibilities for their future are broadened and opened
up When I visited the project I asked them what
their dreams and aspirations were and they told me
Policeman One girl wanted to be a politician while
another wanted to be a doctor Basically we have the
same hopes and aspirations as everyone even peo
ple living in dire situations

It s inspiring that the Crown Prince although
endowed with a huge entitlement by birth
projects such an immense sense of duty not

only as the heir to the Norwegian throne but also
as a global citizen It s endearing that he wears his
heart on his sleeve or in his case his wrist — awo
ven band of some tribal influence no doubt from his
myriad travels to Asia and Africa and a metal brace
let engraved with 46664 Nelson Mandela s global
HIV AIDS awareness and prevention campaign
named after his prison cell on Robben Island South
Africa Crown Prince Haakon also has simple ambi
tions once telling a Norwegian newspaper that if he
had not been born into his life of duty he might ve
gone into music film or foreign aid

He had also in a lecture at the 2006 Indian Coun
cil for World Affairs ICWA proclaimed As in
dividual human beings we all have — at alltimes
—multiple identities I amaNorwegian but Ialso

have ancestors from England from Sweden and
from Denmark I am a Norwegian Crown Prince but
I am also a husband a father and a friend

Away from official duties the Crown Prince and
his wife prefer to spend their leisure time in the
great outdoors of Norway Who wouldn t It is such
a beautiful country with a population of less than
five million and more than 385 199 sq km of area
including freshwater bodies and long coastlines
mountains and fjords

We are both very fond of Norwegian nature
says Crown Prince Haakon We love the cold We
like taking the children out in the snow to go skiing
We were just up in the mountains Staying close to
nature and using nature as a source of rejuvenation
and energy is fantastic just hiking mountains in
summer or skiing during winter and spending time
down south in Norway with the beautiful coastline
are really special to us

He adds that if there were anything he d want to
share with the people of Malaysia it would be the
Norwegian nature It s what a lot of tourists come
to see in Norway with the fjords in the northwest
coast the Northern Lights and the Midnight Sun
which are also beautiful It s really quite magnifi
cent I very much like the northern part of Norway
It s more rugged rough and has its own form of
beauty that I think is quite appealing and exotic to
many people who come here 13
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